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a b s t r a c t
Let (A,m) be a Noetherian local ring with d = dim A > 0 and Q be a parameter ideal in A
which forms a reduction of maximal ideal m of A. In this article, we prove the Buchsbaum-
ness of the associated graded ring of m in a Buchsbaum local ring A satisfying the equality
2e0(m)−e1(m)+e1(Q ) = v(A)−d+2 of Elias and Valla, where e0(m), e1(m), and e1(Q ) de-
note the Hilbert coefficients of m and Q , v(A) the embedding dimension of A, respectively.
Hence a conjecture raised by Corso [1] is settled affirmatively.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction and the statement of our main results
Throughout this paper, let A denote a Noetherian local ring with the maximal idealm and d = dim A > 0. For simplicity,
we assume the residue class field A/m is infinite. Let ℓA(M) denote, for an A-module M , the length of M . Then for each
m-primary ideal I in A, we have integers {ei(I)}0≤i≤d such that the equality
ℓA(A/In+1) = e0(I)

n+ d
d

− e1(I)

n+ d− 1
d− 1

+ · · · + (−1)ded(I)
holds true for all integers n ≫ 0, which we call the Hilbert coefficients of Awith respect to I .
In this paper, we will study the Hilbert coefficients of the maximal ideal m. In what follows, let Q = (a1, a2, . . . , ad) be
a parameter ideal in Awhich forms a reduction of m. Let
R = R(m) := A[mt] and T = R(Q ) := A[Qt] ⊆ A[t]
denote, respectively, the Rees algebras of m and Q . Let
R′ = R′(m) := A[mt, t−1] ⊆ A[t, t−1] and G = G(m) := R′/t−1R′ ∼=

n≥0
mn/mn+1.
Let B = T/mT ∼= (A/m)[X1, X2, . . . , Xd] be the polynomial ring over A/m. We denote by v(A) = ℓA(m/m2) the embedding
dimension of A.
In the case where A is a Cohen–Macaulay local ring, Elias and Valla [3] showed that the inequality
2e0(m)− e1(m) ≤ v(A)− d+ 2,
holds true and that the equality 2e0(m)− e1(m) = v(A)− d+ 2 holds true if and only if m3 = Qm2. When this is the case,
the associated graded ring G ofm is Cohen–Macaulay. Thus the maximal idealmwith 2e0(m)− e1(m) = v(A)−d+2 enjoys
nice properties.
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In [1], Corso proved that in an arbitrary Noetherian local ring A the inequality
2e0(m)− e1(m)+ e1(Q ) ≤ v(A)− d+ 2
holds true. Here we should note that Guerrieri and Rossi [9] gave the above inequality for Hilbert coefficients of Hilbert
filtrations. Corso explore the border case of this inequality and posed the following conjecture about the Buchsbaumness of
the associated graded ring of m.
Conjecture 1.1 ([1]). Let (A,m) be a Buchsbaum local ring. Suppose that 2e0(m) − e1(m) + e1(Q ) = v(A) − d + 2. Then the
associated graded ring G of m is Buchsbaum.
In 1-dimensional cases, he gave a positive answer to Conjecture 1.1 [1, Proposition 3.3]. Rossi and Valla also gave an
answer to this conjecture in 1-dimensional Buchsbaummodules [12, Theorem 2.1], while they say nothing about the higher
dimensional cases.
Let us now state our own result. The main result of this paper is the following Theorem 1.2, which generalizes the result
of Elias and Valla [3, Theorem 2.2] given in the case where A is a Cohen–Macaulay local ring, because ei(Q ) = 0 for all
1 ≤ i ≤ d.
Here Him(A) denotes the i-th local cohomology modules of A with respect to m and H
i
M(G) the i-th local cohomology
modules of Gwith respect to the graded maximal idealM = mT + T+ of T .
Theorem 1.2. Let A be a Buchsbaum local ring with maximal ideal m and d = dim A > 0. Suppose that
2e0(m)− e1(m)+ e1(Q ) = v(A)− d+ 2.
Then we have m3 ⊆ Qm2 +W and m2 ⊇ W, and the following assertions hold true, where W = H0m(A) denotes the 0-th local
cohomology module of A with respect to m.
(1) For all n ∈ Z,
[H0M(G)]n ∼=
W/m
3 ∩W if n = 2,
m3 ∩W if n = 3,
(0) otherwise,
(2)
HiM(G) = [HiM(G)]2−i ∼= Him(A)
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ d− 1,
(3) the a-invariant
a(G) = max{n ∈ Z | [HdM(G)]n ≠ (0)}
of G is at most 2− d, and
(4) the associated graded ring G is a Buchsbaum ring with the Buchsbaum invariant I(G) = I(A).
Here let us briefly recall the definition of Buchsbaum local rings. The readers may consult the book [16] of Stückrad and
Vogel for a detailed theory, some of which we shall note here for the use in this paper.
We say that our local ring A is Buchsbaum, if the difference
ℓA(A/q)− e0(q)
is independent of the choice of parameter ideals q in A and is an invariant of A.We denote this difference by I(A) and call it the
Buchsbaum invariant of A. As is well-known, A is a Buchsbaum ring if and only if every system a1, a2, . . . , ad of parameters
in A forms a d-sequence in the sense of Huneke [10]. When A is a Buchsbaum local ring, one has
mHim(A) = (0)
for all i ≠ d. Hence the local cohomology modules {Him(A)}i≠d are finite-dimensional vector spaces over the field A/m, and
the equality
I(A) =
d−1
i=0

d− 1
i

ℓA(Him(A))
holds true.
We say that A is a generalized Cohen–Macaulay local ring, if all the local cohomology modules {Him(A)}i≠d are finitely
generated. Hence every Cohen–Macaulay local ring is Buchsbaumwith I(A) = 0 and Buchsbaum local rings are generalized
Cohen–Macaulay. A given Noetherian local ring A with d = dim A > 0 is a generalized Cohen–Macaulay local ring if and
only if
I(A) := sup
q
{ℓA(A/q)− e0(q)} <∞,
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where q runs through parameter ideals in A [15]. When this is the case, one has
I(A) =
d−1
i=0

d− 1
i

ℓA(Him(A)).
Suppose that A is a generalized Cohen–Macaulay local ring and let q be a parameter ideal in A. Then q is called standard, if
I(A) = ℓA(A/q)− e0(q).
We are now in a position to briefly explain how we organized this paper.
We shall prove Theorem 1.2 in Section 3. We will introduce in Section 2 some techniques of [1,2] which are the key for
the proof of Theorem 1.2. In Section 2, we will also summarize some auxiliary results on Sally modules for later use in this
paper. In the end of Section 3, we will give one example of maximal ideal mwith 2e0(m)− e1(m)+ e1(Q ) = v(A)− d+ 2
in a Buchsbaum local ring (A,m).
2. Preliminary steps for the proof
In our proof of Theorem 1.2, we need some structure theorems for the Sally module of the maximal ideal. The purpose
of this section is to summarize the definition and some auxiliary results on Sally modules, which we need throughout this
paper.
Following Vasconcelos [18], we define
S = SQ (m) := mR/mT ∼=

n≥1
mn+1/Q nm
and call it the Sally module of mwith respect to Q .
Remark 2.1 (cf. [6,7]). We notice that S is a finitely generated graded T -module and mℓS = (0) for some integer ℓ ≫ 0,
since R is a module finite extension of the graded ring T and m = √Q , so that dimT S ≤ d. The following assertions also
follow:
(1) S = (0) if and only if m2 = Qm.
(2) mS = (0) if and only if mn+2 ⊆ Q nm for all n > 0.
To state the results of this section, let us consider the following condition (cf. [7]).
(C1) The sequence a1, a2, . . . , ad is a d+-sequence in A, that is for all integers n1, n2, . . . , nd ≥ 1 the sequence
an11 , a
n2
2 , . . . , a
nd
d forms a d-sequence in the sense of Huneke [10], in any order.
The condition (C1) is naturally satisfied, when A is a Cohen–Macaulay local ring. Here we notice that condition (C1) is
equivalent to saying that our local ring A is a generalized Cohen–Macaulay ring and the parameter ideal Q is standard [15].
Hence condition (C1) is independent of the choice of a minimal system {ai}1≤i≤d of generators of the parameter ideal Q . We
note here that condition (C1) is always satisfied, if A is a Buchsbaum local ring.
Let us now introduce the techniques of [1,2] which plays a crucial role throughout this paper.
Let us begin with the following. Here we denote by v = v(A) = ℓA(m/m2) the embedding dimension of A and L(α), for
each α ∈ Z, the graded T -module whose grading is given by [L(α)]n = [L]α+n for all n ∈ Z.
Lemma 2.2. Assume that m ) Q . Then there exists an exact sequence
T (−1)v−d φ→ R/T → S(−1)→ 0
as graded T-modules.
Proof. Let us write m = Q + (x1, x2, . . . , xv−d) and put φ : T (−1)v−d → R/T denotes a homomorphism of graded
T -modules with φ(α1, α2, . . . , αv−d) =v−di=1 αixit ∈ R/T for αi ∈ T and 1 ≤ i ≤ v − d, where αixit denotes the image of
αixit in R/T . Then we have Cokerφ = R/[mt·T + T ]. Hence Cokerφ ∼= R+/mt·T as graded T -modules.
Then two isomorphisms
R+
t−1→ mR(−1) and mt·T t−1→ mT (−1)
of graded T -modules induce the isomorphism R+/mt·T ∼= [mR/mT ](−1) of graded T -modules. Therefore Cokerφ ∼= S(−1)
as graded T -modules. Consequently, we get the required exact sequence. 
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Tensoring the exact sequence of Lemma 2.2 with A/m, we get an exact sequence
0→ K → B(−1)v−d φ→ R/[mR+ T ] → [S/mS](−1)→ 0, (i)
of graded T -modules, where φ = A/m⊗ φ and K = kerφ.
Because the parameter ideal Q is a reduction of mwe have an exact sequence
0→ B i→ G → R/[mR+ T ] → 0 (ii)
of graded T -modules induced by tensoring the canonical exact sequence
0→ T i↩→ R → R/T → 0
of graded T -modules with A/m, where i = A/m⊗ i.
We then have the following lemma.
Lemma 2.3. Suppose that d > 0 and assume that m ) Q . Then we have
ℓA(m
n/mn+1) = (v − d+ 1)

n+ d− 1
d− 1

− (v − d)

n+ d− 2
d− 2

+ ℓA(Sn−1)− ℓA([K ]n)− ℓA([mS]n−1)
for all n ≥ 0.
Proof. In addition to the exact sequences (i) and (ii), we also have the canonical exact sequence:
0→ mS → S → S/mS → 0 (iii)
of graded T -modules. Hence we get
ℓA([R/mR+ T ]n) = (v − d)ℓA(Bn−1)+ ℓA([S/mS]n−1)− ℓA([K ]n)
and
ℓA([S/mS]n−1) = ℓA(Sn−1)− ℓA([mS]n−1)
for all n ≥ 0 by the exact sequences (i) and (iii). Therefore, by the exact sequence (ii), we have
ℓA(m
n/mn+1) = ℓA(Gn) = ℓA(Bn)+ ℓA([R/mR+ T ]n)
= ℓA(Bn)+ {(v − d)ℓA(Bn−1)+ ℓA([S/mS]n−1)− ℓA([K ]n)}
= ℓA(Bn)+ (v − d)ℓA(Bn−1)+ {ℓA(Sn−1)− ℓA([mS]n−1)} − ℓA([K ]n)
=

n+ d− 1
d− 1

+ (v − d)

n+ d− 2
d− 1

+ ℓA(Sn−1)− ℓA([mS]n−1)− ℓA([K ]n)
=

n+ d− 1
d− 1

+ (v − d)

n+ d− 1
d− 1

−

n+ d− 2
d− 2

+ ℓA(Sn−1)− ℓA([mS]n−1)− ℓA([K ]n)
= (v − d+ 1)

n+ d− 1
d− 1

− (v − d)

n+ d− 2
d− 2

+ ℓA(Sn−1)− ℓA([mS]n−1)− ℓA([K ]n)
for all n ≥ 0. 
We set K1 = K = kerφ and K2 = mS. We then have dimT Ki ≤ d for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2, because K1 is embedded into a
B-free module by the exact sequence (i) and B ∼= (A/m)[X1, X2, . . . , Xd] is the polynomial ring over A/m, and dimT S ≤ d by
Remark 2.1. Put
Γ = {i | 1 ≤ i ≤ 2, dimT Ki = d}.
Then, by Lemma 2.3, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 2.4. Suppose that d > 0 and assume that m ) Q . Then we have
2e0(m)− e1(m)+ e1(Q ) = v − d+ 2−

i∈Γ
e0(Ki),
where e0(Ki) denotes the multiplicity of graded T-module Ki.
Proof. By Lemma 2.3, we have
e0(m) = v − d+ 1+ e0(S)−i∈Γ e0(Ki) if dimT S = d,
e0(m) = v − d+ 1−i∈Γ e0(Ki) if dimT S ≤ d− 1,
where e0(S) denotes the multiplicity of graded T -module S.
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On the other hand, since
e1(m)− e0(m)− e1(Q )+ 1 = e0(S) if dimT S = d,
e1(m)− e0(m)− e1(Q )+ 1 = 0 if dimT S ≤ d− 1,
by Corso [1, Theorem 2.1], we have
e0(m) = v − d+ 1+ {e1(m)− e0(m)− e1(Q )+ 1} −

i∈Γ
e0(Ki).
Therefore we get
2e0(m)− e1(m)+ e1(Q ) = v − d+ 2−

i∈Γ
e0(Ki)
as required. 
Thanks to above Lemma 2.4, we have the following result of Corso [1].
Proposition 2.5 ([1]). Suppose that d > 0. Then we have
2e0(m)− e1(m)+ e1(Q ) ≤ v − d+ 2.
Proof. When m = Q then the equality 2e0(m)− e1(m)+ e1(Q ) = v − d+ 2 is automatically satisfied. Therefore, we may
assume that m ) Q and thanks to Lemma 2.4 we get the required inequality. 
In our proof of Theorem 1.2, we need the following.
Proposition 2.6. Suppose that condition (C1) is satisfied and that depthA > 0. Assume that m ) Q . Then the following two
conditions are equivalent to each other:
(1) 2e0(m)− e1(m)+ e1(Q ) = v − d+ 2,
(2) there exists an exact sequence
0→ B(−1)v−d → R/[mR+ T ] → S(−1)→ 0
of graded T-modules.
When this is the case we have mS = (0).
Proof. (1)⇒ (2) and the last assertion. Because condition (C1) is satisfied anddepthA > 0wehaveAssTK2 ⊆ AssT S ⊆ {mT }
by Goto and Ozeki [7, Lemma 2.3]. Since B ∼= (A/m)[X1, X2, . . . , Xd] is the polynomial ring over A/m and by the exact
sequence (i), we also have AssTK1 ⊆ {mT }.
We assume that Ki ≠ (0) for some 1 ≤ i ≤ 2. Then, since AssTKi ⊆ {mT } for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2, we have Γ ≠ ∅ and
2e0(m)− e1(m)+ e1(Q ) = v − d+ 2−

i∈Γ
e0(Ki)
by Lemma 2.4, where e0(Ki) denotes the multiplicity of graded T -modules Ki. Therefore we have
i∈Γ
e0(Ki) = {v − d+ 2} − {2e0(m)− e1(m)+ e1(Q )} = 0.
However, it is contradiction. Therefore, we have Ki = (0) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ 2.
(2)⇒ (1) By the exact sequences
0→ B(−1)v−d → R/[mR+ T ] → S(−1)→ 0,
0→ B → G → R/[mR+ T ] → 0
of graded T -modules, we have
ℓA(m
n/mn+1) = ℓA(Bn)+ ℓA([R/mR+ T ]n)
= ℓA(Bn)+ {(v − d)ℓA(Bn−1)+ ℓA(Sn−1)}
for all n ≥ 0. Then, by the same argument as the proof of Lemma 2.4, we get 2e0(m) − e1(m) + e1(Q ) = v − d + 2 as
required. This completes the proof of Proposition 2.6. 
We get the following Corollary 2.7 by Proposition 2.6.
Corollary 2.7. Suppose that condition (C1) is satisfied and that depthA > 0. Assume that 2e0(m)−e1(m)+e1(Q ) = v−d+2.
Then we have the following:
(1) mn+2 ⊆ Q nm for all n ≥ 1,
(2) depthG > 0.
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Proof. If m = Q then all conditions (1) and (2) are naturally satisfied. We may assume that m ) Q .
(1) By Proposition 2.6 we see that mS = (0). Hence mn+2 ⊆ Q nm for all n ≥ 1 by Remark 2.1.
(2) We have the exact sequences
0→ B → G → R/[mR+ T ] → 0
and
0→ B(−1)v−d → R/[mR+ T ] → S(−1)→ 0
of graded T -modules by Proposition 2.6. Thus we have depthG > 0 by the depth lemma, because AssT S ⊆ {mT } by Goto
and Ozeki [7, Lemma 2.3] and B ∼= (A/m)[X1, X2, . . . , Xd] is the polynomial ring over A/m. 
We end Section 2 by proving the following theorem.
Theorem 2.8. Suppose that condition (C1) is satisfied and assume that 2e0(m) − e1(m) + e1(Q ) = v − d + 2. Then we have
m3 ⊆ Qm2 +W and m2 ⊇ W, where W = H0m(A) denotes the 0-th local cohomology module of A with respect to m.
Proof. We set C = A/W , then condition (C1) is satisfied for the ring C and the ideals mC and QC . We have depthC > 0 and
2e0(mC)−e1(mC)+e1(QC) ≤ v(C)−dim C+2 by Proposition 2.5. Since e0(m) = e0(mC), e1(m)−e1(Q ) = e1(mC)−e1(QC),
and v(C) ≤ v, we then have
2e0(m)− e1(m)+ e1(Q ) = 2e0(mC)− e1(mC)+ e1(QC)
≤ v(C)− dim C + 2
≤ v − d+ 2
= 2e0(m)− e1(m)+ e1(Q ).
Therefore equalities
2e0(mC)− e1(mC)+ e1(QC) = v(C)− dim C + 2
and v(C) = v holds true. Hence, because
ℓA(m/m
2 +W ) = v(C) = v = ℓA(m/m2),
we get m2 ⊇ W .
In the rest of our proof of Theorem 2.8, we have to show thatm3 ⊆ Qm2+W . Passing to the ring C , we may assume that
depthA > 0. Put f1 = a1t ∈ R. Then since depthG > 0 by Corollary 2.7(2), we may assume that f1 is a regular element of G.
We proceed by induction on d. Suppose that d = 1. Since m3 ⊆ Qm ⊆ (a1) by Corollary 2.7(1) and f1 is G-regular, we
have m3 = m3 ∩ (a1) = a1m2.
We may assume that d ≥ 2 and that our assertion holds true for d − 1. We set A = A/(a1), m = mA, and Q = QA, and
notice that condition (C1) is satisfied for the ringA and the idealsm andQ .Wehave 2e0(m)−e1(m)+e1(Q ) ≤ v(A)−dim A+2
by Proposition 2.5.
Then, since e0(m) = e0(m), e1(m) = e1(m), and e1(Q ) = e1(Q ), we have the following.
2e0(m)− e1(m)+ e1(Q ) = 2e0(m)− e1(m)+ e1(Q )
≤ v(A)− dim A+ 2
= (v − 1)− (d− 1)+ 2
= v − d+ 2
= 2e0(m)− e1(m)+ e1(Q ).
Therefore, the equality
2e0(m)− e1(m)+ e1(Q ) = v(A)− dim A+ 2
holds true. Then the hypothesis of induction on d says that,
m3 ⊆ Qm2 + H0m(A)
is satisfied. Hence we have
m3 ⊆ Qm2 + [(a1) : Q ],
because a1, a2, . . . , ad forms a d-sequence on A. Take x ∈ m3 ⊆ Qm2 + [(a1) : Q ] and write x = q + z with q ∈ Qm2 and
z ∈ [(a1) : Q ]. Then we have
z = x− q ∈ [(a1) : Q ] ∩ m3 ⊆ [(a1) : Q ] ∩ Q = (a1),
because m3 ⊆ Qm by Corollary 2.7(1) and a1, a2, . . . , ad forms a d-sequence on A. Therefore since f1 = a1t is a G-regular
element, we have z ∈ (a1) ∩ m3 = a1m2. Thus we get x = q + z ∈ Qm2 so that the equality m3 = Qm2 holds true. This
completes the proof of Theorem 2.8. 
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3. Proof of the main theorem
The purpose of this section is to give a proof of Theorem1.2. Before giving the proof of Theorem1.2,we note the following.
Remark 3.1. Suppose that d > 0 and assume that m2 = Qm and 2e0(m) − e1(m) + e1(Q ) = v − d + 2. Then A is a
Cohen–Macaulay ring so that the associated graded ring G is Cohen–Macaulay and the a-invariant of G is at most 1− d.
Proof. Since m2 = Qm, we have v = ℓA(A/Q ) + d − 1 (c.f [13]). We also have e1(m) ≥ e0(m) + e1(Q ) − 1 by Goto and
Nishida [5, Theorem 3.1]. We then have the following.
{v − d+ 2} − {2e0(m)− e1(m)+ e1(Q )}
= {[ℓA(A/Q )+ d− 1] − d+ 2} − {2e0(m)− e1(m)+ e1(Q )}
= ℓA(A/Q )+ 1− 2e0(m)+ e1(m)− e1(Q )
≥ ℓA(A/Q )+ 1− 2e0(m)+ [e0(m)+ e1(Q )− 1] − e1(Q )
= ℓA(A/Q )− e0(m)
= ℓA(A/Q )− e0(Q ) ≥ 0.
Therefore we have ℓA(A/Q ) = e0(Q ). Hence the base local ring A is Cohen–Macaulay. Thus G is a Cohen–Macaulay ring with
a(G) ≤ 1− d because m2 = Qm. 
We divide the proof of Theorem 1.2 into few steps. Let us begin with the following.
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that condition (C1) is satisfied and assume that 2e0(m) − e1(m) + e1(Q ) = v − d + 2. Then G is a
generalized Cohen–Macaulay ring.
To begin with we note the following. Recall that, once condition (C1) is satisfied, all the local cohomology modules
{Him(A)}0≤i≤d−1 of A are finitely generated [17, Theorem 2.1].
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that condition (C1) is satisfied. Then, for each 0 ≤ i ≤ d, we have
[HiM(mT )]n ∼=
H
0
m(A) if i = n = 0,
Hi−1m (A) if 3 ≤ i ≤ d, 2− i ≤ n ≤ −1,
(0) otherwise.
for all n ∈ Z.
Proof. Applying the local cohomology functor HiM(∗) to the exact sequence
0→ mT → T → B → 0,
we have isomorphisms HiM(mT ) ∼= HiM(T ) of graded T -modules for 0 ≤ i ≤ d− 1, and exact sequence
0→ HdM(mT )→ HdM(T )→ HdM(B)
of local cohomology modules, because B ∼= (A/m)[X1, X2, . . . , Xd] is the polynomial ring over A/m.
Then since [HdM(T )]n = (0) for all n ≤ 1− d by Trung [17, Theorem 6.1] and [HdM(B)]n = (0) for all n ≥ 1− d, we have
HdM(mT ) ∼= HdM(T ) as graded T -modules. Therefore, by Trung [17, Theorem 6.1] we get the required assertion. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. We set C = A/W . Then we have e0(mC) = e0(m) and e1(mC) − e1(QB) = e1(m) − e1(Q ), and
m2 ⊇ W by Theorem 2.8. Therefore we have v(C) = v and the equality
2e0(mC)− e1(mC)+ e1(QC) = 2e0(m)− e1(m)+ e1(Q )
= v − d+ 2
= v(C)− dim C + 2
holds true. Let us consider the canonical epimorphism
G
ϕ−→ G(mC)
of graded rings. Then, it is easy to see that kerϕ is finitely graded. Hencewe have HiM(G) ∼= HiM(G(mC)) as graded T -modules
for all i ≥ 1. Therefore, passing to the ring C , we may assume that depthA > 0. We may also assume that m2 ≠ Qm by
Remark 3.1. Put
t = sup{ℓ ∈ Z |M ⊆

AnnTHiM(G) for all i < ℓ}.
Then we have t ≥ 1 and
t + 1 = sup{ℓ ∈ Z |M ⊆

AnnTHiM(R) for all i < ℓ}
by Huckaba and Marley [11, Proposition 3.2].
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Assume that t < d. We look at the exact sequence
Ht−1M (G)→ HtM(mR)→ HtM(R)
of local cohomology modules induced from the exact sequence
0→ mR → R → G → 0.
Then since Ht−1M (G) and H
t
M(R) are finitely graded, so is H
t
M(mR).
Here we notice that Ht+1M (mT ) is finitely graded by Lemma 3.3. Hence, by the exact sequence
HtM(mR)→ HtM(S)→ Ht+1M (mT )
of local cohomology modules induced by the exact sequence
0→ mT → mR → S → 0,
HtM(S) is also a finitely graded module.
By Proposition 2.6, we have exact sequences
0→ B(−1)v−d → R/[mR+ T ] → S(−1)→ 0
and
0→ B → G → R/[mR+ T ] → 0
of graded T -modules. Applying the local cohomology functor HiM(∗) to the above exact sequences, we get injective maps
HtM(G) ↩→ HtM(R/mR+ T ) ↩→ HtM(S)(−1)
of local cohomology modules, because B ∼= (A/m)[X1, X2, . . . , Xd] is the polynomial ring over A/m and t < d. Thus HtM(G) is
finitely graded. Consequently, we get a required contradiction and this concludes the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
The following Proposition 3.4 gives a proof of assertions (2) and (3) of Theorem 1.2.
Proposition 3.4. Suppose that condition (C1) is satisfied and assume that 2e0(m)− e1(m)+ e1(Q ) = v− d+ 2. Then we have
the following:
(1) for all n ∈ Z,
[H0M(G)]n ∼=
W/m
3 ∩W if n = 2,
mn ∩W/mn+1 ∩W if n ≥ 3,
(0) otherwise,
(2) for each 1 ≤ i ≤ d− 1, [HiM(G)]n = (0) for all n ≠ 2− i,
(3) [HiM(G)]2−i ∼= Him(A) for 1 ≤ i ≤ d− 1, if A is a Buchsbaum local ring, and
(4) the a-invariant
a(G) = max{n ∈ Z | [HdM(G)]n ≠ (0)}
of G is at most 2− d.
Proof. Let C = A/W . Then depthC > 0 and condition (C1) is satisfied for the ring C and the ideals mC and QC . We have
e0(mC) = e0(m) and e1(mC)− e1(QC) = e1(m)− e1(Q ), andW ⊆ m2 by Theorem 2.8. Therefore we have v(C) = v and
2e0(mC)− e1(mC)+ e1(QC) = 2e0(m)− e1(m)+ e1(Q )
= v − d+ 2
= v(C)− dim C + 2.
(1) Let us consider the canonical epimorphism
G
ϕ−→ G(mC)
of graded rings. Then for each n ∈ Z, we have
[kerϕ]n ∼= mn ∩W/mn+1 ∩W ,
so that kerϕ is a finitely graded module, because mn ∩ W = (0) for all n ≫ 0. Therefore H0M(G) = kerϕ since
depthG(mC) > 0. Then becauseW ⊆ m2 by Theorem 2.8, we have [H0M(G)]1 = (0) and [H0M(G)]2 = W/m3 ∩W .
(2), (4)We proceed by induction on d. Passing to the ring C , we may assume that depthA > 0. Then, since depthG > 0
by Corollary 2.7(2), we may take f1 = a1t is G-regular.
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Suppose that d = 1; then m3 = a1m2 by Theorem 2.8. Look at the exact sequence
0→ G/f1G → H1M(G)(−1)
f1→ H1M(G)→ H1M(G/fG)
of local cohomology modules. Then we have a1(G) ≤ 1 because G/f1G ∼= A/m⊕ m/Q ⊕ m2/Qm.
Assume that d ≥ 2 and that our assertion holds true for d− 1. We set A = A/(a1), m = mA, and Q = QA, then condition
(C1) is satisfied for the ring A and the ideals m and Q . Then we have e0(m) − e1(m) + e1(Q ) ≤ v(A) − dim A + 2 by
Proposition 2.5. Since e0(m) = e0(m), e1(m) = e1(m), and e1(Q ) = e1(Q ), we have the following.
2e0(m)− e1(m)+ e1(Q ) = 2e0(m)− e1(m)+ e1(Q )
≤ v(A)− dim A+ 2
= (v − 1)− (d− 1)+ 2
= v − d+ 2
= 2e0(m)− e1(m)+ e1(Q ).
Therefore, the equality
2e0(m)− e1(m)+ e1(Q ) = v(A)− dim A+ 2
holds true. By the inductive hypothesis on d, we get
ad−1(G(m)) := max{n ∈ Z | [Hd−1M (G(m))]n ≠ (0)} ≤ 2− (d− 1) = 3− d
and
HiM(G(m)) = [HiM(G(m))]2−i
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ d− 2. Since m3 = Qm2 and condition (C1) is satisfied, we have mn ∩ H0m(A) ⊆ Q ∩ H0m(A) = (0) for all n ≥ 3
by Trung [17, Corollary 2.3]. Hence H0M(G(m)) = [H0M(G(m))]2 ∼= H0m(A) by (1).
Let us apply local cohomology functors HiM(∗) to the canonical exact sequences
0→ G(−1) f1→ G → G(m)→ 0
of graded rings and let us look at the derived long exact sequence
0→ H0M(G(m))→ H1M(G)(−1)
f1→ H1M(G)→ H1M(G(m))→ · · ·
· · · → Hi−1M (G(m))→ HiM(G)(−1)
f1→ HiM(G)→ HiM(G(m))→ · · ·
· · · → Hd−1M (G(m))→ HdM(G)(−1)
f1→ HdM(G)→ 0 (*)
of local cohomology modules.
Letting a = a(G) in the exact sequence (*) shows that
[HdM(G)(−1)]a+1 = [HdM(G)]a(≠ (0))
is a homomorphic image of [Hd−1M (G(m))]a+1. Hence a+ 1 ≤ ad−1(G(m)) ≤ 3− d so that a ≤ 2− d.
Because Hi−1M (G(m)) = [Hi−1M (G(m))]3−i for all 1 ≤ i ≤ d− 1, we get monomorphisms
0→ [HiM(G)]n−1 → [HiM(G)]n
for all n ≥ 4− i. Hence [Him(G)]n = (0) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ d− 1 and n ≥ 3− i.
On the other hand, since HiM(G(m)) = [HiM(G(m))]2−i for all 1 ≤ i ≤ d− 2, we get epimorphisms
[HiM(G)]n−1 → [HiM(G)]n → 0
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ d − 2 and n ≤ 1 − i. Therefore, since G is a generalized Cohen–Macaulay ring by Theorem 3.2, we have
[HiM(G)]n = (0) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ d− 2 and n ≤ 1− i. Thus HiM(G) = [HiM(G)]2−i for all 1 ≤ i ≤ d− 2.
We have monomorphisms
0→ [Hd−1M (G)]n−1 → [Hd−1M (G)]n
for all n ≤ 2−d because Hd−2M (G(m)) = [Hd−2M (G(m))]4−d. Therefore, to prove Hd−1M (G) = [Hd−1M (G)]3−d, it is enough to show
that [Hd−1M (G)]2−d = (0).
Thanks to Proposition 2.6, we have exact sequences
0→ B(−1)v−d → R/[mR+ T ] → S(−1)→ 0
0→ B → G → R/[mR+ T ] → 0
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of graded T -modules. Applying local cohomology functors HiM(∗) to these exact sequences, we get monomorphisms
[Hd−1M (G)]2−d ↩→ [Hd−1M (R/mR+ T )]2−d ↩→ [Hd−1M (S)]1−d,
because B ∼= (A/m)[X1, X2, . . . , Xd] is the polynomial ring over A/m.
We now look at exact sequences
Hd−1M (mR)→ Hd−1M (S)→ HdM(mT ) (Ď1)
and
Hd−2M (G)→ Hd−1M (mR)→ Hd−1M (R) (Ď2)
of local cohomology modules induced by exact sequences
0→ mT → mR → S → 0 and 0→ mR → R → G → 0,
respectively, of graded T -modules.
Then by the exact sequence (Ď2) and since Hd−2M (G) = [Hd−2M (G)]4−d by the above argument, we have monomorphisms
[Hd−1M (mR)]n ↩→ [Hd−1M (R)]n
for all n ≤ 1− d < 0.
We also have isomorphisms
[HiM(R)]n ∼= [HiM(mR)]n−1
for all n ≤ 1− d < 0 which induced by exact sequence
0→ mR(−1)→ R → A → 0
of graded T -modules.
Therefore, since HdM(R) is finitely graded (because G is a generalized Cohen–Macaulay ring by Theorem 3.2, so is R by
Huckaba and Marley [11, Proposition 3.2]), we have [HdM(mR)]n = (0) for all n ≤ 1− d.
Then, since [HdM(mT )]1−d = (0) and [Hd−1M (mR)]1−d = (0) by Lemma 3.3 and the above argument, we have
[Hd−1M (S)]1−d = (0) by the exact sequence (Ď1). Thereforewehave [Hd−1M (G)]2−d = (0). Thuswe getHd−1M (G) = [Hd−1M (G)]3−d.
This completes the proof of assertions (2) and (4).
(3) We proceed by induction on i. In our proof of assertion (1), we have
[H1M(G)]2 ∼= [H0M(G(m))]1 ∼= H0m(A) ∼= H1m(A),
because A is a Buchsbaum local ring with depthA > 0 so that H0m(A) ∼= H1m(A) (cf. [8, Lemma 2.6 (4)]).
We may assume that i ≥ 2 and that our assertion holds true for i− 1. Let us now look at the exact sequence
0→ [Hi−1M (G)]3−i → [Hi−1M (G(m))]3−i → [HiM(G)]2−i → 0
of local cohomology modules for 2 ≤ i ≤ d− 1. Then, by the inductive hypothesis on i, we have isomorphisms
[Hi−1M (G)]3−i ∼= Hi−1m (A)
and
[Hi−1M (G(m))]3−i ∼= Hi−1m (A) ∼= Hi−1m (A)⊕ Him(A)
of local cohomology modules, because A is a Buchsbaum ring so that Hi−1m (A) ∼= Hi−1m (A) ⊕ Him(A) (cf. [8, Lemma 2.6
(4)]). Therefore, since local cohomology modules Him(A) are finite-dimensional vector spaces over the field A/m, we have
[HiM(G)]2−i ∼= Him(A) for 2 ≤ i ≤ d− 1. 
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 1.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. (1) Our assumption that A is a Buchsbaum ring implies thatmW = (0). Hence, sincem3 ⊆ Qm2+W
by Theorem 2.8, m4 = Qm3 holds true. Therefore mn ∩ W ⊆ Q ∩ W = (0) for all n ≥ 4 because Q is standard in A
([17, Corollary 2.3]). Thus, by Proposition 3.4 (1), we get a required assertion.
(2), (3) See Proposition 3.4.
(4) Let C = A/W . Then depthC > 0 and all conditions (C1) is satisfied for the ring C and the ideals mC and QC . Since
e0(mC) = e0(m) and e1(mC)− e1(QC) = e1(m)− e1(Q ), andW ⊆ m2 by Theorem 2.8. Therefore we have v(C) = v and
2e0(mC)− e1(mC)+ e1(QC) = 2e0(m)− e1(m)+ e1(Q )
= v − d+ 2
= v(C)− dim C + 2.
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Then by assertion (2)
HiM(G(mC)) = [HiM(G(mC))]2−i ∼= Him(C)
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ d− 1 and depthG(mC) > 0. Hence G(mC) is a Buchsbaum ring by Goto [4, Proposition 3.1]. Furthermore, the
kernel of the graded homomorphism G → G(mC) coincides with H0M(G). Thus we get that G/H0M(G) is a Buchsbaum ring.
Let V = mt ⊆ R. Because the residue class field A/m is infinite, we may choose a system of generators ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξℓ of
V such that {ξi}i∈Λ form a system of parameters for GM for any subsetΛ ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , ℓ}with d-elements. In order to prove
the Buchsbaumness of G, it is enough to show that
({ξi}i∈Λ)G ∩ H0M(G) = (0)
for anyΛ stated above (cf. [16, Proposition 2.2]).
We may take Λ = {1, 2, . . . , d} for simplicity, and let ξi = bit with bi ∈ m for 1 ≤ i ≤ d. Because b1t, b2t, . . . , bdt is
a system of parameters for G, q = (b1, b2, . . . , bd) is a reduction of m. Then by our assumption that A is a Buchsbaum local
ring, we have that condition (C1) is satisfied for the ideal q. Therefore, since e1(q) = e1(Q ) by Schenzel [14, Korollar 3.2],
the equality 2e0(m)− e1(m)+ e1(q) = v − d+ 2 is satisfied. Thus by Theorem 2.8, we get m3 ⊆ qm2 +W .
Take any ϕ ∈ (ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξd)G ∩ H0M(G). Since
[H0M(G)]n = {wtn ∈ G |w ∈ W ∩ mn}
for n = 2, 3 and [H0M(G)]n = (0) for all n ≠ 2, 3, we can write ϕ = w2t2 + w3t3 with w2 ∈ W and w3 ∈ W ∩ m3 where
w2t2 andw3t3 denote the images ofw2t2 andw3t3 in G, respectively. Write ϕ =di=1 ξiηi with ηi ∈ R for 1 ≤ i ≤ dwhere
ηi denotes the image of ηi in G. Taking n ≫ 0, we may express ηi =Nj=0 ηij t j with ηij ∈ mj for all 0 ≤ j ≤ N and 1 ≤ i ≤ d.
Then because
w2t2 + w3t3 =
d
i=1
bit·ηi =
d
i=1
N
j=0
biηij t j+1
in G, we get the following equations:
w2t2 =
d
i=1
biηi1 t2 and w3t3 =
d
i=1
biηi2 t3.
The first equality implies that
w2 −
d
i=1
biηi1 ∈ m3 = qm2 +W ∩ m3.
Writew2 −di=1 biηi1 = q+w′ with q ∈ qm2 andw′ ∈ m3 ∩W . Thenw2 −w′ =di=1 biηi1 + q ∈ q ∩W = (0), because
q is standard. Thusw2 = w′ ∈ m3.
The second equality implies that
w3 −
d
i=1
biηi2 ∈ m4 ⊆ m(qm2 +W ) = qm3.
Hence w3 ∈ q ∩ W = (0), because q is standard [17, Corollary 2.3]. Therefore we have ϕ = w2t2 + w3t3 = 0 in G. Thus
(ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξd)G ∩ H0M(G) = (0). This completes the proof of Theorem 1.2. 
We end Section 3 by constructing an example of maximal ideal mwhich satisfies 2e1(m)− e1(m)+ e1(Q ) = v − d+ 2
in a Buchsbaum local ring.
Example 3.5. Let ℓ, d ≥ 2 be integers and let U = k[X, Y , Z1, Z2, . . . , Zd−2] be the polynomial ring over a field k. Let
U ′ = k[XqY 2ℓ−q, Z1, Z2, . . . , Zd−2 | 0 ≤ q ≤ 2ℓ],
C = k[XqY 2ℓ−q, Z1, Z2, . . . , Zd−2 | 0 ≤ q ≤ 2ℓ, q ≠ ℓ].
Let
N = U ′+ = (XqY 2ℓ−q | 0 ≤ q ≤ 2ℓ)U ′ + (Z1, Z2, . . . , Zd−2)U ′,
M = C+ = (XqY 2ℓ−q | 0 ≤ q ≤ 2ℓ, q ≠ ℓ)C + (Z1, Z2, . . . , Zd−2)C
denote the graded maximal ideals of U ′ and C , respectively, and put q = (X2ℓ, Y 2ℓ, Z1, Z2, . . . , Zd−2)C . Then
M2 = qM + (X3ℓY ℓ, XℓY 3ℓ)+ (XℓY ℓZ1, XℓY ℓZ2, . . . , XℓY ℓZd−2) and M3 = qM2,
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so that q is a reduction ofM and X2ℓ, Y 2ℓ, Z1, Z2, . . . , Zd−2 is a homogeneous system of parameters of C . Let A = CM ,m = MA,
and Q = qA.
We then have the following.
(1) A is a Buchsbaum local ring with dim A = d ≥ 2, ℓA(H1m(A)) = 1, and Him(A) = (0) for all i ≠ 1, d.
(2) e0(m) = e0(Q ) = 2ℓ, e1(m) = 2ℓ− 1, ei(m) = 0 for 2 ≤ i ≤ d− 1, and ed(m) = (−1)d+1.
(3) The associated graded ring G of m is Buchsbaum with I(G) = I(A) = d− 1.
Proof. (1) Because U/C ∼= (C/M)(−2ℓ) as graded C-modules (notice that U ′ = C + XℓY ℓC ,MU ⊆ C , and XℓY ℓ /∈ C), A is a
Buchsbaum local ring with dim A = d, ℓA(H1m(A)) = 1, and Him(A) = (0) for all i ≠ 1, d.
(2) Since G ∼= C as rings, we have
ℓA(A/mn+1) = 2ℓ

n+ d
d

− (2ℓ− 1)

n+ d− 1
d− 1

− 1
for all n ≥ 1. Therefore assertion (2) follows.
(3) We have e0(m) = 2ℓ and e1(m) = 2ℓ− 1 by assertion (2), and e1(Q ) = −1 by Schenzel [14, Korollar 3.2]. Therefore,
2e0(m)− e1(m)+ e1(Q ) = 2ℓ = v − d+ 2
holds true. Thus, thanks to Theorem 1.2, we get the required assertion. 
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